Abstract-In this paper we discuss the problem of computing structured complex stability radii of large and sparse matrices and pencils. For this purpose we consider certain structured pseudospectra. To compute the structured complex stability radius we have to find the pseudospectrum which touches the imaginary axis. Therefore, we set up an iteration over the real part of the rightmost pseudoeigenvalue. For that we use a new fast iterative scheme which is based on certain rank-1 perturbations of the matrix or pencil. Finally, we illustrate the performance of our algorithm by using real-world example data.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important properties of dynamical systems is stability. However, even if a system is stable it might be close to instability. This situation might be dangerous, e.g., in the design of feedback controllers. The models we consider are only approximations to real-world phenomena, i.e., they contain modeling errors. The question that arises is whether the feedback controller we have designed based on the model indeed stabilizes the dynamics of the real-world problem. In other words, the question is how robust is the controller with respect to perturbations; or how much can we perturb the controller such that the closed-loop system is still stable?
We consider linear time-invariant systems of the forṁ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), y(t) = Cx(t),
where A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n , and x(t) ∈ R n is the state vector, u(t) ∈ R m is the control input vector, and y(t) ∈ R p is the output vector. We furthermore assume that all involved matrices are large and sparse and that m, p n. Such systems are called (asymptotically) stable if and only if the matrix A is stable, i.e., Λ(A) ⊂ C − := {z ∈ C : Re z < 0}, where Λ(A) denotes the spectrum of A. To measure the robustness of the system against perturbations, i.e., the "distance to instability", unstructured and structured stability radii have been introduced in [1] - [3] . In this paper we focus on structured stability radii which measure the robustness of a closed-loop systeṁ x(t) = A K x(t) := (A + BKC)x(t), with respect to perturbations in the controller K. These perturbations lead to the closed-loop systeṁ benner@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de, voigtm@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de.
where ∆ ∈ C m×p is the perturbation matrix. Therefore, the structured complex stability radius of the stable matrix A (we replace A K by A for simplicity) with respect to B and C is defined by
Note, that structured stability radii can be defined for arbitrary norms of the perturbation ∆. In this paper we stick to the 2-norm · 2 as it is of largest practical relevance.
We also consider generalizations of r C (A, B, C) for matrix pencils λE − A. These pencils typically arise in the analysis of dynamical systems of the form
where E ∈ R n×n is allowed to be a singular matrix. However, we assume that λE − A is regular, i.e., det(λE − A) ≡ 0. In this context we speak about differential-algebraic equations or descriptor systems [4] , [5] . Assume that λE −A is stable, i.e., Λ f (E, A) ⊂ C − , where Λ f (E, A) denotes the finite spectrum of λE − A. The definition of the structured complex stability radius r C (E, A, B, C) for such matrix pencils is rather involved and will therefore be discussed in the next section.
We briefly discuss associated concepts in the frequency domain. Consider the transfer function of (1), defined by
We call G(z) proper if lim ω→∞ G(iω) 2 < ∞, otherwise we call it improper. By RH p×m ∞ we denote the rational Banach space of all stable and proper transfer functions of the form (2), see [6] . For this space we define the H ∞ -norm, given by
with C + := {z ∈ C : Re z > 0}. In [7] we show that the relation
holds.
Numerical methods for computing structured stability radii (and equivalently H ∞ -norms) have been known for a long time. Most of them are based on relations between stability radii and the spectrum of certain Hamiltonian matrices or pencils. For an overview, we refer to [8] - [13] .
The most general algorithm [12] iterates over certain skewHamiltonian/Hamiltonian matrix pencils and determines the finite, purely imaginary eigenvalues in each step. The drawback of the algorithm is the decision whether there are such eigenvalues. It is important to find all of them since otherwise the algorithm could fail. In [12] this issue was addressed by using a structure-preserving eigensolver (real-case version of [14] ), which prevents the finite, purely imaginary eigenvalues to move off the imaginary axis as long as their pairwise distance is sufficiently large. However, this method computes a full structured factorization of the pencil in each step. Due to its cubic complexity it is infeasible for large-scale problems. We could consider a closely related extended even matrix pencil and try to compute the desired eigenvalues close to a specified shift with the method presented in [15] . However, the question remains how to reliably compute all finite, purely imaginary eigenvalues. Therefore, in this paper we use another approach based on pseudospectra. Recently, also a similar method based on optimization over so-called spectral value sets was developed [16] . However, it does not take descriptor systems into account and uses a different optimization technique.
II. STRUCTURED COMPLEX STABILITY RADII FOR MATRIX PENCILS
We turn now to the definition of the structured complex stability radius for matrix pencils which requires the introduction of several mathematical and control theoretic terms.
A regular matrix pencil λE − A can be reduced to Weierstraß canonical form [5] 
where W and T are nonsingular, I k is an identity matrix of order k, J and N are in Jordan canonical form and N is nilpotent with index of nilpotency ν. The number ν is also called the algebraic index of the descriptor system (1) and n f and n ∞ are the dimensions of the deflating subspaces of λE − A corresponding to the finite and infinite eigenvalues, respectively. We say that a finite or infinite eigenvalue is defective, if one of the corresponding Jordan blocks in J or N is larger than one. By using the transformation matrices W and T , we can also write B and C as
to obtain an equivalent descriptor system. Furthermore we need some controllability and observability concepts [4] . The descriptor system (1) is called
• completely controllable, if rank λE − A B = n for all λ ∈ C and furthermore rank E B = n;
• completely observable, if rank λE − A C = n for all λ ∈ C and furthermore rank E C = n.
We can also define these concepts for single eigenvalues of λE − A. A descriptor system (1) is called
• observable at λ ∈ C if rank λE − A C = n;
otherwise it is called uncontrollable or unobservable at λ, respectively. Note that in the above definition, one can also consider each individual Jordan block of the Weierstraß canonical form separately in case of multiple eigenvalues. This is possible by considering the corresponding eigenvectors. Let x and y be right and left eigenvectors corresponding to a Jordan block in J or N of (4). Then
We say that such a Jordan block is controllable if B T y = 0, and observable if Cx = 0, otherwise we call it uncontrollable or unobservable. We use this block-wise definition when talking about controllability and observability of eigenvalues.
Now we define the numbers
controllable and observable defective eigenvalues
where Λ ∞ (E, A) is the set of infinite eigenvalues of λE − A (counting multiplicity). Then we define the structured complex stability radius by
is the size of the smallest structured perturbation that makes the system unstable. The interpretation of r ∞ C (E, A, B, C) is more involved. Defective infinite eigenvalues do not directly make the system unstable. However, if there are controllable and observable ones we can construct an arbitrarily small structured perturbation such that the system will be unstable. This means that systems with controllable and observable defective infinite eigenvalues are on the "boundary to instability". If the perturbed matrix pencil becomes singular, then all complex numbers are eigenvalues and the system dynamics is not well-defined.
It is easy to see that r C (A, B, C) = r C (I n , A, B, C). Therefore, we stick to the more general concept in this paper.
III. DERIVATION OF THE ALGORITHM
In this section we derive the theoretical basis of our algorithm. Therefore, we compute both r ∞ C (E, A, B, C) and r f C (E, A, B, C) independent of each other. The computation of r ∞ C (E, A, B, C) can be done by employing the following lemma [7] :
For the computation of r f C (E, A, B, C) we need some further mathematical terms. The structured ε-pseudospectrum of the pencil λE − A with respect to B and C is defined by
for some ∆ ∈ C m×p with ∆ 2 < ε .
Furthermore, we need the structured ε-pseudospectral abscissa, given by
From these definitions it is clear that α r f C (E, A, B, C) = 0. So the main idea of our algorithm is to find the (unique) root of the function α(ε) := α ε (E, A, B, C). To get an efficient algorithm we need to evaluate α(ε) for different values of ε in a cheap way.
A. Computation of the Structured ε-Pseudospectral Abscissa
In this subsection we derive a fast algorithm for computing α(ε). We assume that the pseudospectra of interest are not the whole complex plane, i.e., ε is smaller than the smallest norm of a structured perturbation that makes the pencil singular. The following fundamental result is a generalization of the corresponding one in [1] and is proven in [7] . Theorem 1. Let z ∈ C\Λ f (E, A) be given and ε > 0. Then the following statements are equivalent:
From Theorem 1 we can conclude that
including the poles of G(z). The boundary is given by
In other words, also the rightmost pseudoeigenvalue is arbitrarily close to the curve ∂Λ ε (E, A, B, C). Thus, our strategy consists of computing a sequence of suitable structured rank-1 perturbed pencils λE − (A + εBuv H C) such that one of the perturbed eigenvalues converges to the rightmost pseudoeigenvalue of λE−A. A similar technique has already been successfully applied to compute the pseudospectral abscissa of a matrix, see [17] . We need the following result for the first order perturbation theory of matrix pencils.
Theorem 2.
[18] Let λE − A ∈ C n×n be a given matrix pencil and let x, y ∈ C n be right and left eigenvectors corresponding to a simple finite eigenvalue λ =
Furthermore, Theorem 2 directly yields
Now, we describe how such rank-1 perturbations can be constructed in an optimal way. Therefor, let λE − A with a simple finite eigenvalue λ and corresponding right and left eigenvectors x, y with y H Ex > 0 be given. Furthermore let u ∈ C m and v ∈ C p with u 2 = v 2 = 1 be given vectors. Then, it holds
Equality in (6) holds for u =
. Hence, local maximal growth in Re λ (t) as t increases from 0 is achieved for this choice of u and v. In this way we generate the initial perturbation. Next, we consider subsequent perturbations. For this, let λE −Â := λE − (A + εBûv H C) with a simple finite eigenvalueλ and associated right and left eigenvectorsx,ŷ withŷ H Ex > 0 be the perturbed matrix pencil. Let in addition the vectors u ∈ C m , v ∈ C p with u 2 = v 2 = 1 be given. We consider the family of perturbations of the matrix pencil λE −Â of the form
which are structured ε-norm rank-1 perturbations of λE − A for t = 0 and t = ε. For the perturbed eigenvalue, for simplicity called againλ, we obtain
Similarly as above, equality in (7) holds for u = . Then the right-hand-side of (7) is larger or equal than zero. Thus, a nonnegative local maximal growth in the real part ofλ(t) is achieved as t increases from 0. So, the basic algorithm consists of successively choosing an eigenvalue and constructing the perturbations described above by using the corresponding eigenvectors. However, an important question is how to actually choose these eigenvalues. This will be discussed in the next subsection.
B. Choice of the Eigenvalues
Recall that we want to construct structured ε-norm rank-1 perturbations of the pencil λE − A such that one of the perturbed eigenvalues converges to the rightmost ε-pseudoeigenvalue. Intuitively, in each step one would choose the rightmost eigenvalue of the perturbed pencil to construct the next perturbation. However, that might not be a good choice. Note that the perturbability of an eigenvalue λ with right and left eigenvectors x and y highly depends on B T y 2 and Cx 2 . If these values are small, no large perturbation is possible. We remark that these values are also related to the classical definitions of controllability and observability of λ in a dynamical system of the form (1). Roughly speaking, the "larger" B T y 2 is, the "larger" is the distance of the system to uncontrollability at λ. So, large values of B T y 2 indicate a good controllability at λ. Similar considerations can also be made for observability.
Consequently, for our algorithm we look for eigenvalues that have both sufficiently large real part and a high controllability and observability. An algorithm which unites both concepts and can compute the desired eigenvalues is the (subspace accelerated MIMO) dominant pole algorithm (SAMDP), introduced by Rommes and Martins [19] - [22] . The algorithm is actually designed to find the poles which have the highest influence on the frequency response of the transfer function G(z). Assume that λE −A has only simple finite eigenvalues λ k with left and right eigenvectors y k and x k , normalized such that y
with the residues
Thus, R k 2 = Cx k 2 B T y k 2 is a measure for simultaneous controllability and observability of λ k . We observe that if λ j is close to the imaginary axis and R j 2 is large, then for ω ≈ Im(λ j ) it holds
and therefore G(iω) 2 is large, too. These considerations give the motivation for the following definition. We call an eigenvalue
The most dominant poles can be determined by SAMDP and are essentially what we are looking for. However, we also deal with positive structured pseudospectral abscissae. By using the definition (8), the eigenvalues tend to loose dominance as soon as they have crossed the imaginary axis into the right half-plane. Then, in subsequent iterations, eigenvalues in the left half-plane tend to be determined as most dominant. This is of course an undesired behavior since this could lead to convergence problems when the rightmost pseudoeigenvalue is "far" in the right half-plane. Therefore, we use an alternative dominance measure which does not have this drawback. We call an eigenvalue
The parameter β is a weighting factor which defines the trade-off between the influence of the residue and real part of the eigenvalues. In our numerical experiments it turned out that β = 100 is a good choice for many examples (high weight on the real part). Since SAMDP delivers the poles which have the highest influence on the frequency response of a system and due to the relation (3), we can determine very good initial estimates for r f C (E, A, B, C). We compute some of the dominant poles λ k , k = 1, . . . , , and determine an estimate r
with ω k = Im(λ k ), k = 1, . . . , .
C. Algorithmic Details
In this subsection we present some pseudocode of the algorithms that have been derived. Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure for the computation of the structured ε-pseudospectral abscissa. In our implementation of the algorithm, we use estimates of the eigenvectors x and y that are used to construct the optimal perturbation. This is possible since we can take the eigenvectors returned by the previous α(ε)-evaluations of the root-finding algorithm. This accelerates the computation drastically since in the final rootfinding steps the eigenvectors also converge to x and y.
We mention the drawback that the algorithm not necessarily converges to the globally rightmost value on the boundary of the ε-pseudospectrum ∂Λ ε in (5). Mostly it does but in some rare situations the algorithm converges only to a local maximizer. This especially happens in the first iteration of the root-finding algorithm when no good estimates of the optimal eigenvectors are available. Therefore, sometimes one has to try several dominant poles to find the global maximizer in the beginning. To find the root of α(ε), we use a simple secant method which has a superlinear convergence with convergence rate 1+ √ 5 2 ≈ 1.618. A comparison of different standard root-finding methods and standard software to compute structured complex stability radii is presented in [23] . As the numerical examples show, we only need very few (3) (4) (5) iterations of this method in most cases to find the root with a sufficient accuracy. When computing the dominant poles of the system we already obtain a very good estimate of r est C (E, A, B, C) as in (10) which is used as an initial value for the root-finder.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section be present some numerical results of our implementations. The tests have been performed on a 2.6.32-23-generic-pae Ubuntu machine with Intel R Core TM 2 Duo CPU Algorithm 1 Computation of the structured pseudospectral abscissa Input: System Σ = (λE − A, B, C), perturbation level ε, tolerance on relative change τ . Output: α ε (E, A, B, C).
1: Compute the exponentially dominant pole λ 0 of (λE − A, B, C) with left and right eigenvectors y 0 and x 0 .
2: Compute the perturbationÂ = A + ε
Compute the exponentially dominant pole λ j of (λE− A, B, C) with left and right eigenvectors y j and x j .
5:
if |Re (λ j ) − Re (λ j−1 )| < τ |Re (λ j )| then 6: Set k = j.
7:
Break. Compute the perturbationÂ = A + ε
with 3.00GHz and 2GB RAM. The algorithms have been implemented and tested in MATLAB 7.11.0.584 (R2010b). To compute the (exponentially) dominant poles we use a (modified) MATLAB implementation by Rommes 1 . The data for the numerical examples was taken from [21] , [24] - [26] , and most of it can also be downloaded from Rommes' website. All systems, except the PISection examples (# 2-17 in Table I ) have stable matrix pencils λE −A. The PISection pencils have zero eigenvalues, therefore we slightly shift the spectrum into the left half-plane by using the modified pencils λE − (A − 10 −8 E). For the dominance measure in (9) we use β = 100. The tolerance on the relative change of the iterates in Algorithm 1 is set to τ = 10 −3 . We also abort the iteration when the iterates are smaller than 1000u, where u denotes the machine precision, or when the iterates start to cycle, which typically happens when they are approaching zero. In the root finder we abort this iteration when the relative change between two subsequent iterates is below 10 −6 . To obtain r est C (E, A, B, C), we compute 20 dominant poles using the original version of SAMDP. For every further outer iteration we compute only 5 dominant poles using the modified algorithm with the exponential dominance measure.
In Table I we summarize the results of 28 numerical tests. The first 9 examples are standard or generalized state space systems whereas the other 19 ones are descriptor systems. By n outer we denote the number of outer iterations, i.e., the number of α(ε)-evaluations to find the root. By n inner we refer to the total number of inner iterations, i.e., the total number of steps needed by Algorithm 1.
For all tests, the correct value of r C (E, A, B, C) is found. In 25 tests, the first outer iteration returns a positive value. However, for 3 tests (M10PI n1, M10PI n, bips07 1693), a negative value is returned and therefore we have to try more dominant poles (one for each M10PI n1, M10PI n and three for bips07 1693) to converge to the correct initial value. Note also that the convergence speed of the algorithm highly depends on the properties of the examples, e.g., for bips07 1998, the convergence is significantly slower than for the rest in the bips07 group, although they are comparable in size. Finally, in Figure 1 the transfer function for the M20PI n example is evaluated on the imaginary axis including the computed H ∞ -norm (see (3)). Our algorithm computes the correct value, even though there are lots of close-by peaks of similar height. Unfortunately, there are also examples that our algorithm cannot solve. These include systems whose transfer functions only have real poles or those where the structured pseudospectra have lots of very close locally rightmost points on the boundary, see [7] for more details.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES
In this paper we have introduced a new iterative scheme for computing the structured complex stability radius of a matrix or a pencil, based on the method introduced in [17] . The algorithm computes a sequence of structured pseudospectral abscissae. This is done by computing an optimal rank-1 perturbation of the system such that one of the eigenvalues of the perturbed matrix or pencil converges to the rightmost pseudoeigenvalue. This algorithm can be seen as a basis to solve certain related problems. Open questions concern the computation of unstructured stability radii. Another interesting problem is the computation of real stability radii where the perturbation matrix is assumed to be real. Finally, we mention the passivity radius of a dynamical system which might also be put into this framework.
